The document must have

1. Cover page with
   - Title of database system you will design for
   - picture representing your business or organization
   - Group number and members’ names.

2. Page(s) for Table of Contents - See how the table of content is designed in you textbook
   - Light color can be used items in the table of contents
   - Each line of table contents consists of chapter-or-section-or sub-section ID (such as 1, 2, ..., 5, 2.3, 3.4.1 and etc.), name, and starting page number.

3. Each line item of the table-of-contents should be clickable, i.e. a click on a chapter, section or sub section item of your table-of-contents, the document will be moved to the page beginning of the selected chapter, section or sub-section.

4. The descriptions of a chapter, section of sub-section must have more than one paragraphs.

   If errors mentioned in 1 to 4 occur, 0.5 or 1 point will be deducted for each error.

5. The terminology or conception, theoretic errors will result more deductions